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How to Create a Unique
Brand Identity & Website

for Under $100 



GETTING SET UP QUICKLY, EASILY – AND IMPRESSIVELY
You’ll meet service providers who tell you they get all their clients by word of mouth or
from social media pages alone; and that they don’t have a website. If that works for
them, great – but how many potential clients do they lose by not having a site that
people can visit?

Think about it: Who would YOU hire – the freelancer who talks on social media about
being a service provider but has apparently no website (“just PM me” if you want to know
about her rates and what she does)? Or the freelancer who has a link to her website,
which gives you all the information you, as a potential client, need to know?

What you don’t want to do, however, is spend a fortune on web design and set up
before you’ve ever made a dime. You also don’t want to spend so much time creating a
website that you never get around to actually seeking clients.

Here’s your quick and simple guide to creating a unique brand identity and website
quickly and easily… for under $100.00.

STEP ONE :: FIND YOUR SWEET SPOT

Before you rush into setting up your website, think carefully about your brand and
the clients you want to reach. 

What sort of mood do you want to project? 

What would best match your ideal client? 

Is she the sort of person who is right-brained and creative? 

Introverted and reflective? 

Does she practice meditation and enjoy beautiful things? 

Then you’ll want to go with lots of white space and light, soft colors.

Is she a hyperactive go-getter with a razor sharp mind and a definite edgy side? 
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Then think in terms of “hot” colors like red, orange or yellow, with blacks thrown in for
contrast. 

Is she all about nature and healthy eating? Perhaps a Vegan? Into yoga or running? 

Fresh colors like light greens, lots of white space, and a few hot colors thrown in for
contrast will probably work best.

What websites does your ideal client visit? Who does she follow? Interact with? Talk to on
social media?

What does she buy? 

Talk about? What is she looking for? What can you offer?

Who are your closest competitors? What do their websites “say” to you? 

Who gets the most comments? The most interaction? 

You could spend a long time researching all these areas, as well as going through your
social media insights, so the best thing to do before wading into research is making a
schedule.

Decide how long you want to take to get your website up and running. You can always
adjust your plan as you go, but creating a schedule will give you focus and help keep you
on track. Your site will be all the better for it, and you won’t be tearing out your hair,
second-guessing yourself and getting bogged down in wondering which possibilities to
go with when it comes to design. 

YOUR SCHEDULE SHOULD LOOK SOMETHING LIKE THIS:
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That way, you know exactly what you need to do each day. If you whizz through your
schedule in half the time – great! If you find you need a couple of extra days, no sweat. 
 Go at the pace that feels right to you.

But creating a primary schedule will help ensure you don’t get distracted,
sidetracked, or overwhelmed. It will cut down on the temptation to procrastinate or
endlessly tweak. And at the end of a relatively short period, you’ll have a beautiful,
sophisticated website.

You can be proud of – one that establishes you as a professional in your field who knows
what she’s doing. And didn’t cost the earth! 

Once you’ve identified your ideal client and acquired a good idea of the mood and feel
you need your site to project, it’s time to decide on your own brand elements.

Make a Style Guide and record these elements as you decide on them. Otherwise
you’ll be playing guessing games with your own colors and wasting time trying to
remember what fonts you used.

Your Style Guide should include specs such as the font name and size; the RGB color
code for each of your main brand colors, as well as the six-digit HEX codes. 
(No, Virginia, #ff9003 is NOT a hashtag! 😉 ) And add samples of the actual colors too.

Record, with examples:

STEP TWO :: GET INSPIRED
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USING PINTEREST

But first, start by looking at color palettes on Pinterest. Once you’ve logged in, just type
“website color palettes” in Pinterest’s search bar – and you’ll instantly see a myriad of
examples!

First, decide whether you want your colors soft or bold, hot or cold.

Hot or warm colors include most reds, pinks, oranges and yellows. They “advance” – that
is, seem to stand out. Cold colors include blue, turquoise, aqua and green. They “recede”
– fade more into the background.

A dark, pure color, however, will usually advance more than a tinted pale color (i.e.
diluted with white.)

USING CANVA

Create a “mood board” for your brand, using photographs that represent what your
brand is all about – or that just inspire you.

Canva is free, easy to use – and they make mood board creation even easier by showing
you how to make a mood board with Canva.
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https://www.canva.com/learn/make-a-mood-board/
https://www.canva.com/learn/make-a-mood-board/


One effortless way to create a good color scheme for your website: Find an object that
really inspires you. It could be a cantaloupe cut in half, a flower, a rug you really love –
even your cat!

Host your site for free on WordPress.com 

Buy your own hosting plan and register your own domain name, and install
your site on your own hosted domain using a WordPress installation script.

All of the colors shown at the bottom of the cat photo were extracted from the picture
itself using a simple browser-installed color picker. No need for fancy graphics
programs: Simply select the colors from your photograph using a color picker tool
such as Colorzilla, and you’ve got a naturally harmonious color scheme – one that suits
the mood of your brand and appeals to your ideal client.

The easiest way to create a professional, quality website is to use WordPress as your
CMS (content management system). 

WordPress allows you to create a site that is user-friendly. You can update it at any
time, in minutes, at will.

There are two ways to do this:
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STEP THREE :: SETTING UP YOUR WORDPRESS WEBSITE 



Don’t host your site on WordPress.com! If you do, it can be taken down at any time if you
inadvertently violate one of WordPress’ rules. If you host your website on WordPress.com
itself, you will not own your own website content. And you won’t rank highly in the search
engines – WordPress.com will get all the Google love; not you.

Hosting a WordPress website with your own web hosting company isn’t as
complicated as you might think. There are lots of web hosting companies out there, but
many of them are owned by the same company. Keep things simple by starting out with a
reliable company that has been in business a long time, such as Namecheap Hosting.

You can start out with their basic $1.58-a-month ($18.44 per year if the 45% deal is still on),
single site plan and grow as needed (e.g. upgrade at any time!)

And WordPress installs with the click of a button.

If you are really sweating over the idea of setting up WordPress yourself, don't! 

It's easy as 1, 2, 3 ... Watch the video HERE to learn how to do it. 

https://digitalglam.co/website
https://glambiz.club/start-biz-easy/lesson-1/
https://digitalglam.co/website


1. USE YOUR OWN NAME.

2. USE A DESCRIPTIVE WEBSITE NAME.

Choosing a Domain Name

It is best to create a domain name with the .COM extension – mostly because people will
often just add “.COM” when they are searching for your website if they know your name.
Also, .COM is international. (You COULD use your country’s extension – for example,
MyName.ca for Canada) but that means additional annual fees.)

It’s best to avoid fads like .INFO or .DEV – people won’t remember those, most of the time.
Good old .COM is the way to go. It’s what people expect.

There are two proven methods for creating a searchable and memorable domain name:

This works best if your name is slightly unique (otherwise it will already likely be taken by
someone else). Don’t get overly fancy by throwing in initials – again, people won’t
remember that.

If your name is Mary Smith and MarySmith.com is already taken, then use a name that
people are likely to (a) remember (b) search for. 
For example, say you’re a publisher, marysmithpublishing.com would work. If you’re a
transcriptionist, marysmithtranscription.com would work; and so forth.

Registering Your Domain Name

There are two ways to do this: You can choose a domain name right when you are signing
up for web hosting and let your web hosting company register the name for you – usually
for free! This is by far the easiest way, but the subsequent annual renewal fees can be
quite a bit higher. 

You can always register domain names with a separate registrar company and point the
nameservers over to your new domain. (Website set-up and domain registration will be
detailed further in the Workbook accompanying this course.)

STEP FOUR :: CUSTOMIZING YOUR SITE 

Okay, so you’ve got your site running and your WordPress blog installed! 

If you log into your site, you’ll see your WordPress dashboard.  



You’re going to change the free default WordPress theme to a current design that’s right in
line with all the big guns in your field! 

You can easily search for a free theme at WordPress.org and add it through your dashboard,
but if you want your website to compete with current competitors, you might want to check
out the Divi theme builder system.

Learn how Divi works here. (Be sure to watch the little video! Not only is it entertaining, but it
explains building your website with wonderful clarity.)

Builder is a basic structure over which you can apply any one of dozens of different Divi
theme templates. Choose your preferred template from the 20+ templates supplied with the
Builder, and customize in minutes.

The beauty of Divi lies in the fact that everything is drag-and-drop: You are actually seeing
what you are adding; and adding fonts, widgets, graphics, etc instantly. 

Divi costs $89.00 USD for a year’s license but is well worth it for ease of installation and
versatility!

You will need brand graphics for your new website. Outsourcing their creation to a designer
on Fiverr is a quick and easy way to create basic graphic elements like a logo, header,
buttons, bars, or other graphics – and you really can get a logo designed inexpensively –
though if you can afford it, avoid Fiverr for logos. Do a bit more homework and hire an artist
who specializes in Logo design.
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STEP FIVE :: USE FIVERR IF YOU’RE CASH-STRAPPED – BUT DO SO WISELY 

https://wordpress.org/themes/
https://www.elegantthemes.com/gallery/divi/


Remember, your logo is the most crucial visual element of your brand! 

As with any outsourcing, however, you need to carefully check references, ratings, and
testimonials on Fiverr.   It can be a bit of a minefield on occasion, with untrained
contractors promising the moon mixing with top-quality ones using Fiverr for lead
generation. 

To find thoroughly vetted, top contractors, look for a “Pro Verified” rating on
their Fiverr profiles.
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It’s best to remember that “you get what you pay for”. Don’t hire someone whose promise
seems too good to be true. NO one is going to edit a 100,000-word book for $10.00, for
example. 

Look for designers who are offering introductory prices that allow you to have an
experience with them, so you can then upgrade for future graphics. Look at turnaround
time too – is it too fast to be realistic? This can mean either you’ll be let down – in which
case, look at their feedback – or they’re outsourcing it offshore.

Offshore outsourcing isn’t always a bad thing. You will get top-quality contractors offshore,
but make sure communication is clear, especially if English is not the contractor’s first
language.

Spell out exactly what you are looking for. If you are commissioning a logo, put it
something like this: “I would like you to create a logo and guarantee my design will not be
used for anyone else’s project. It should be a work-for-hire, unique to me since it will be
the brand logo for my business.”

Also, ask about their process. You want to avoid anyone who uses stock images for logos.
The best designers will spell out their terms too. Make sure you feel comfortable with a
designer before giving the go-ahead on the project.

Funds are held in escrow so they won’t get paid until you approve the project. If you are at
all unsure whether or not the design is original, you can always upload the image you are
sent in Google Images – if it has been lifted from a stock photo or someone else’s work,
Google will quickly find it.
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Before commissioning any work from Fiverr, it is essential to take the time to read Melissa
Ingold’s article, “How to Outsource on Fiverr – Even if you Don’t Think You’re Ready”. 

Another great place to look for a logo, is Etsy. Yes you read that right :) Check out the
tutorial here.

Finally, remember you can do many graphic design tasks yourself (for example, creating a
Facebook Cover Photo) using Canva – for free. If you are keeping your graphics simple
and/or you already possess your own quality brand photographs, this can be a viable
option.

STEP SIX :: CREATING YOUR COPY

Your website copy is the last vital piece of your brand identity jigsaw puzzle. Create it
yourself or outsource it to a ghostwriter. Again, you can find ghostwriters on Fiverr – but
do your due diligence! Don’t waste your time on deals that are too good to be true and
make sure you choose contractors whose turnaround time, references and ratings are
five-star.

But think about it. A real pro can easily charge you anywhere from $500 to $1,000 for a
single brief web page. That’s not the value of the actual number of words, and you need to
stop thinking that way: A professional copywriter is charging you for their experience and
the SEO and targeting value of the copy – copy that brings in your ideal client with the
right keywords, etc.

But even if you outsource your website copy, you still have to supply the keywords, the
demographics, the specs and, ideally, a client avatar. You have to instruct the writer on
what your web page needs to say. So, consider writing it yourself – and then hire a line
editor with experience in web pages and marketing to look it over and tweak it for you.

You can create your website like a blog, with content on the Home Page that changes
every time you write a new post… or you can designate a Static page as your Homepage
that always provides the same copy when people land on it. If you like writing, and you’re
going to write your own posts, then definitely do your own writing!

YOUR HEADLINE

Each page should catch attention. A good headline supported by intriguing sub-heads will
help you do that. 

https://timefreedombusiness.com/how-to-outsource-on-fiverr/
https://timefreedombusiness.com/how-to-outsource-on-fiverr/
https://timefreedombusiness.com/how-to-outsource-on-fiverr/
https://glambiz.club/start-biz-easy/lesson-1/
https://partner.canva.com/c/2104255/647168/10068
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Rouse curiosity
Make a promise
Ask a question

The most successful headlines always do one or more of the following:

If you already have a community such as a closed Facebook group, consider enlisting your
members’ aid in helping you brainstorm your headlines. Create a poll. Ask which headline
appeals to them the most and then give them a few choices!

You can also test and tweak your headlines in CoSchedule’s free Headline Analyzer. 

Make your copy about your ideal reader – NOT about you. When you talk about yourself, it
should only be as far as what you’re saying relates to that ideal reader. 

For example, if she’s in despair over technology, it’s perfectly fine to talk about yourself in
that context. (“It took me five years to set up my website. I was a total tech dummy! But
then…”) But only in that context. 

If she’s fifty-three and single, don’t talk about breastfeeding. If she’s a young mom trying to
run a business with three toddlers under five at her heels, don’t talk about traveling all
around the country on your bicycle for the summer. Just common sense. 

https://coschedule.com/headline-analyzer
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A Home Page or “Start Here” page
A Contact Page
An About Page
A Services and/or Products or Packages Page

YOUR WEBSITE PAGES

Basic web pages include:

If you already have a history in your field or you offer services such as public speaking, do
consider adding a Media Kit Page too. Your old friend, Canva, has free online media kit
templates too!

Remember not to over-complicate things when first setting up your website Pages.
With WordPress, it’s always easy to add more pages as necessary later!

There are lots more actions you can take to optimize your website – for example,
advertising on social media, creating a sign-up gift, setting up an Autoresponder to collect
subscribers – but for now, keep it simple. 

Get your site up and running so that those who click your link in your social media bio or
cover area are taken to a beautiful, professional website that tells them the essentials of
what they want to know.

https://www.canva.com/create/media-kits/
https://www.canva.com/create/media-kits/

